Homework policies

- The problems assigned in a given week (i.e. on M,T,W,F) are due **the following Monday at 4:00 PM**, turned in as one set. Please turn in the problems to the math department’s box for Math 1a, section 1.

- No late submissions are allowed except for medical problems (note needed from the health center) or serious personal difficulties (note needed from the Dean’s Office).

- For privacy reasons, please staple a cover sheet to your assignments, meaning a sheet blank except for your name. Your score will be displayed behind the cover sheet when the homework is returned to you.

- You may work together on the problems, but you must write up your solutions individually. In your solutions, you may use results from Apostol, or the results stated as problems already assigned. Be explicit about citations when using such results; e.g. state the theorem number or the exercise number.